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FROM IMMERSIONS TO EMBEDDINGS

OF SMOOTH MANIFOLDS

BY

FRANCIS X. CONNOLLY

Introduction. In this paper we study the question of when an immersion

between two smooth manifolds, /: V —*■ M, is homotopic to an embedding. We

introduce an invariant y(/) which determines, under suitable connectivity hypoth-

eses, whether / is homotopic to an embedding or not. Specifically, if Vn is k/2

connected, Mm /¿-connected and m>2n — k, our main theorem (3.5) shows that/is

homotopic to an embedding if y(/) = 0, m^(3/2)(n+l), and the normal bundle to

the immersion has a cross section. Thus the connectivity of Fis about half of what

is usually required.

The invariant y(f) is usually readily computed, since there is a simple formula

for it in terms of Poincaré duality on V and M, the fundamental class of V, and the

maps/* and/* (see 2.8, 2.10). In particular it is always zero for M=Rm (4.2). This

yields essentially the results of deSapio [2] immediately. For the standard embed-

ding questions about CP" and HP" it yields (using 4.3):

(i) If CP" immerses in Rin~3, then it embeds in ic4"-2.

(ii) If HP" immerses in 7?8n-/ it embeds in .#>n-i + i fory<8.

Actually, the method gives more interesting results when M^Rm. For example

if V and M are products of spheres (with correct connectivity) one can pretty

nearly classify which continuous maps are homotopic to embeddings. Such special

cases are developed at the end of Chapter 4.

As for notation, v always denotes a normal bundle, Vx denotes the tangent space

of Vn at x. Throughout the whole paper, if/: Vn *4 Mm is an immersion, the letter r

is reserved exclusively for 2n — m, the dimension of the double point set. All mani-

folds and immersions will be smooth (i.e. Cœ) unless expressly referred to as piece-

wise linear.

I. Generalities on generic immersions.

1.1. Definition. Let Mm and Vn be smooth manifolds. An immersion/: K-> M

is generic if, for each x^- ■ -xk in Vmthf(xj)=p for all/ then

MvXl)+{fSf*(vx)} = mp.

We will say that two generic immersions/: V¡^>- M,i=l,2, intersect generically

if the induced immersion of the disjoint union/ u/2: Kj u V2 -> M is generic.
-
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The following facts about generic immersions are more or less well known, or at

least easily verified by standard methods.

1.2. The generic immersions are open and dense in Imm (V, M). (See [12].)

1.3. If/: Vi -*■ M are generic immersions, /'= 1, 2, v/ithf1(V1)=f2(V2), and with

dim (M)>dim (V¡), ¡=1,2, then there is a unique C° map h: Vj.-*-Va with

fi—fji, and this map is a diffeomorphism. (This is easily seen by noting that a

point x in Vi is determined by its image/(x), together with the image of its tangent

plane.)

1.4. If/: V —> M is a generic immersion, then the smooth map

fxf: Vx V-AV-+MxM

is i-regular to the submanifold AM in Mx M. If/: Vt -* M, i= 1, 2, are generically

intersecting immersions, then / x/2 : ^ x V2 -*■ M x M is i-regular to AM.

1.5. Definition. If/: Kn—>Mm is a generic immersion, and

*(/) = {(», y) £ ^x ^-AF : f(x) = /(j)},

then x(f) is a smooth closed submanifold (by 1.4) of V x V, called the double point

manifold. Its dimension is therefore 2n — m; that is to say dim x(f) = r. Also the

map o-: x(f) -»> x(/) defined by a(x, j) = Cv, x) is a smooth fixed point free involu-

tion. The quotient space x(f)/a is denoted x(f) and is called the self intersection

manifold; it is a smooth manifold and the quotient map tt: x(f) -> y(f) is a smooth

double covering map. The map /: x(f)~> V given by j(x, y) = x is smooth, and

there is a unique smooth map/ y(/) -> M withy o tt=/o/ We write %(f)=J(x(f))

and AX/) =j(x(f)) ; these are called the double point sets and self intersection sets

respectively. Note X(f) = {xe V : f-1f(x)¥=x}, and X(f)=f(j?(f)). Finally we

write Y(f)={x e V : f~xf(x) contains at least 3 points}.

Similarly, if/: Vt -»• M, /= 1, 2, are generically intersecting immersions, we let

V= Vi u V2, /=/ u/2 (disjoint union) so VxV=VxxVivj V1xV2\J V2x Vx

u K2x K2. We write x(/,/2) for x(/) n K» x K8) x(/2,/i) for X(/) n K2x F1;

xC/i,/a) for y(/i,/2) u x(f2,fi); we write k(Juf2), or just £, for the smooth map

Kf)-x(fi,f2)^V1, and we write *(/i,/a; KO for Im (*), JT(/i,/a) for Im(/Ä;)

which is/iCKJn/aCKa). We write r^i.^stó,/:) for °(f)Wi,fJ and we

define ^'(/i,/2): x(A,/a) -+ ^2 by Â:' =y(/) « ç,

We also need two further results on generic immersions :

1.6. Lemma. Letf: V" -* Mm be a generic immersion. Then there is a Riemannian

metric on M such that:

(a) If(x, y) e x(f), then {f*(Vx)y<=MVy).
(b) /(K) is totally geodesic in M (i.e. geodesies of M starting in and tangent to

f(V) stay inf(V)).

Proof. We first work locally. For any point p in M, with f~1(p) = {x1- ■ -xk},

choose neighborhoods % of xt and <% oíp which satisfy:
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(i) For each /', f(%) = <pf 1(0) for some smooth map <p¡: ̂  ^¡- Rm'n with rank

m — n everywhere.

(ii) The set N=C\t=1f(%) is a submanifold of °ll (necessarily, by 1.1, having

dimension m—k(m — n)) and there is a smooth map <p0: <% -> Rs, s = m — k(m — n),

such that <p0\N is an embedding, and <p0(p) = Q.

Consider the map <b = <pQx<Plx ■ ■ ■ xtpk: ^^RsxRm~nx ■ ■ ■ xRm-n = Rm. By

1.1 we see that Hi = 1f*(Vxù = Np. But since /*( Vx¡) = Ker (d<pt)p and Ker (d<p0)p

n Np=0, it follows that Ker (rfí>)p = 0, so that if °l¿ is chosen small enough we can

assume <J> maps °U diffeomorphically onto A/(0, ¿), the e neighborhood of 0 in Rm.

Clearly then, if Kt is the orthogonal complement of the /th copy of Rm~n in Rm as

above, 0 maps/(^¡) onto N(0, e) n Kt.

Now under the ordinary metric g on Rm, it is obvious that the subspaces Kt are

totally geodesic and satisfy K^Kj if iftj, and so if q e Kt n J^, we get T(Kt)%

cT(i(),. But let g' be the tensor g'(vx, wx) = À(\\x\\2)g(vx, wx), where A^O. Under

this "metric" we still have T(K{)^T(K^q if q e K{ n A,, /// and A(?)>0. Also,

each K¡ is still totally geodesic under g' for it is easy to see that straight lines through

0 will still be paths of minimal length under g', and K¡ is thus the union of the

geodesies through 0 which are tangent to a given subspace of the tangent space to

Rm at 0.

Hence we can choose an appropriate A so that A is >0 only on N(0, e/2), and

then, choosing W = $ ~ \N(0, e/2)) and pulling this metric g' back to <%', we see

that we have proved :

For each point/» in M there is a neighborhood Qf(j>) and a metric g' on <$l' which

satisfies (a) and (b) of 1.6 for /: /" \aW) ->- °W. Furthermore g' has a smooth

extension to a tensor on all of M by letting g'(vx, wx) = 0 if x is not in <%'.

To complete the proof, let {^a} be a locally finite cover of M by such neighbor-

hoods, and let ga be the corresponding metrics. Consider the metric on M given by

g = ~2aga. It is immediate that g satisfies (a) of 1.6 for/: K-> M. Also if a path is a

geodesic for ga and for ge (i.e. it minimizes lengths) then this path also minimizes

lengths for ga+gß- It follows immediately that g satisfies (b) of 1.6 for/: K-* M.

This proves 1.6.

Note that an immersion/: V-*- M which satisfies 1.6(a) must be generic since,

if *!• • -xk ef-\p), then {MVxJ}±cf*(VXj) for j=2, ...,k,so that

mp =Uvxl)+{MvXl)y <=f¿r,¿+j\uvx).

1.7. Lemma. (A) Let f. Vn -*■ Mm be a generic immersion. Then the map

J: x(f) -> V is a generic immersion and Y(f) is its self intersection set (i.e. Y(f)

= X(j)). Furthermore, there is a canonical bundle equivalence A : o*v(j)~j*v(f).

(B) Let f: Ff —>- M be generically intersecting immersions, i =1,2. Then the map

k : xifufz) -*■ V-i. is a generic immersion which intersects generically withy. x(fi) ** Vi-

Furthermore there is a canonical bundle equivalence A' : v(k)xk'*v(f2).
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Proof. (B) is clearly a restatement of (A) along the lines of the second paragraph

of 1.5, so we prove (A) only.

We first show that/is an immersion. Note that if (x, y) e x, then a tangent vector

(v, w) in Vx x Vy is in the tangent space xix,y) iff (fxf)*(v, w) is tangent to AM. So

Xix,y) = {(v, w)eVxxVy :/*(r>) =/*(w)}. Thus (f°j)*XiX,y)=f*(Vx) nf^Vy). By 1.1

this last space has dimension dim K^ + dim Vy — dim M=2n — w = dim X(X,yy So

(f°f)* is 1-1 and so7* is too. So/is an immersion.

Now, to show a*v(j)zj*v(f), assume a Riemannian metric satisfying 1.6 has

been chosen for M. It induces a metric on V. Now, if (x, y) e x(f), then the fiber

i°**(j%kv) is {J*X(y,X)Y in Vy and this is just {v e Vy : fjv) e (f*Vx)L<=Mp} since

/* preserves inner products. But by 1.6(a) C/*K,.)ic:/*Ky, so the fiber {/**(/)}(*.»)

= v(f)x = (f*Vxy is justf*(a*v(j\Xty)). Thus the map

gives the desired bundle equivalence, A: a*v(])~j*v(f).

Finally if (x, yx) and (x, y2) are two points of x(/), we show that/ is generic by

showing that {j*X(X,yoY^J*X(x.y2) (see the remark after 1.6). For, applying/* to the

left side, we get:

fM^x.yoV = (f*Vx r\f,VVlY nf*Vx =f*Vy\ nf*Vx = /,K¿

by 1.6(a). Also applying/* to the right side we getf^{j^X(x,yJ=f*Vx <^f*VV2. But

f*V^hVx r\f*Vy2 by 1.6(a) since f(x)=f(y1)=f(y2). Hence {Ux<.x,yi)}±czJ*Xix,y2)

as claimed.

1.8. Corollary. Iff: V—>M is a generic immersion between k-parallelizable

manifolds, then x(f) is k-parallelizable.

Proof. Since a*a* = \, we see v(f) = (ja)*v(f), and v(f) is stably trivial on the

^-skeleton. Hence / is an immersion into a fc-parallelizable manifold, with v(j)

stably trivial on the fc-skeleton. Thus x(f) is A>parallelizable.

Finally we cite three results as lemmas, two are standard, and the third is trivial :

1.9. Lemma. Let f: Vn —>- Mm be any immersion between manifolds, and let

t: M—f(V)—> M be inclusion. Then i*: Trk(M—f(V))-> irk(M) is an epimorphism

ifk<m — n and an isomorphism ifk<m — n—\.

Proof. Obviously, by general position, any smooth map of Sk (if k<m — n) or

of Dk + 1 (if k<m — n— 1) into Mm can be approximated by one whose image is

disjoint from any given countable union of embedded «-manifolds (without

changing that map on 8Dk + 1 if necessary). Since/(F) can be written as such a

union, this proves the theorem.

1.10. Lemma (Engulfing Theorem). Let j: Xt -^Vn be a generic immersion of

manifolds, where V is t—q connected, X is compact, and Hi(X) = 0 (for all coefficient

groups) for t>i>t—q, where n — t — 1 > q > 0. Assume also that the single obstruction
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to deforming j to a point, in Hl(X; -nt(V)), is zero. Then there is an n-disc Dn in Vn

withj(X)<=Dn.

Proof. Let i:j(X)-> V be inclusion. We shall show that i is null homotopic.

If this is granted momentarily, it follows immediately from the main result of [8]

that there is an «-disc Dn in V W\thj(X)<^Dn. (Note: According to [8], this disc

will be a piecewise linear disc, but its interior is then a smooth copy of Rn in which

we can choose a smooth ball of large enough radius to give the desired result.)

So we must show i is null homotopic. First note that the double point set of/

denoted Y<=X, is an immersed manifold of dimension 2t — n<t — q, and j:X— Y

xj(X)—j(Y). So by excision, if i>t—q^dim (Y), we have

H\j(X)) X H\j(X),j(Y)) « H\X, Y) X H\X),

and this last group is 0 for t>i>t — q. Hence the sole obstruction to a null homo-

topy of i is in H'(X; -¡rt( V)) and it coincides with the obstruction to the null

homotopy of/ which is zero. This completes the proof.

1.11. Lemma. Iff. Vn -»> Mm is generic and N is any manifold, then

fx\: VnxN->MmxN

is generic, x(fx l) = x(/)x A/, andf(fx \)=j(f)x\.

The proof is obvious.

We remark that these results can be just as easily formulated and proved for

generic immersions of manifolds with boundary. By a generic immersion of these

we mean an immersion/ (V, 3F) ->- (M, 8M) such that/(Int K)<=Int M,/|Int V

is generic, f\8V: 8V'—s- 8 M is generic, and in a collar neighborhood of 8V and 8M,

say 3Fx/and ôMxI, f can be given by (f\8V)x 1.

II. The double point set as a generalized homology class. In this section we

introduce an invariant which, in favorable circumstances, will be the sole obstruc-

tion to changing an immersion into an embedding, through a homotopy. We refer

the reader to [18] and [4] for information of generalized homology theories.

Throughout this chapter, h* will denote a generalized homology theory defined

by a ring spectrum, with h* its dual cohomology theory. Thus h* and h* are

multiplicative theories. Also, h* and h* are defined initially only for CW complexes

with base point, (X, x0). As usual, they are extended to the category of CW pairs

by the rule h(X, A) = h(X/A, *) where * is the obvious base point. Recall X/0

means (X u *, *). We gather here, for the reader's convenience, some of the basic

facts about /z-orientable manifolds and bundles (see [18] or [4] for definitions).

2.1. Let z be a fundamental class in hn(M, dM) for a compact /¡-oriented mani-

fold with boundary. Let Nu N2^dM be manifolds with Nx n N2 = dN1 n dN2 and

TVi u N2 = 8M. Then f| z- h*(M, NJ ->■ h*(M, N2) is an isomorphism. (See [18]

for the case where ¿Wi = 8N2 = 0. When A^ = 8M, N2 = 0, this then follows using
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the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the double of M. The general case is then a

consequence of the exact sequence of the triple (M, 8M, NJ.)

2.2. We can usually introduce Poincaré duality in noncompact manifolds as

follows. For any space X, we define its cohomology with compact supports as

h*(X) = inj Lim h*(X, X—K) as A'ranges over the system of compact subsets of X.

A manifold Mm is called /¡-oriented if there is given, for each compact w-submani-

fold N, a fundamental class in h*(N, dN) such that/*([#'])=[#], if N<=N', and

j*:h*(N',dN')^-h*(N',N'-lntN)xh*(N,dN). Now assume h* satisfies the

property /¡*(Jf) = inj Lim h*(K) as K ranges over the compact sets of X. It follows

that the system of isomorphisms f) [N] combine to define an isomorphism

P: hf(M) -*■ /¡*(M) which has all the expected properties.

2.3. The natural fundamental classes for Sk~1 and Dk, say ik^1 and dk, induce a

Hurewicz homomorphism ç>: irk(X, A) —> hk(X, A), and thence a natural trans-

formation of homology theories q>: II* —>-«*, where II* denotes stable homotopy

theory.

2.4. Let £n be a vector bundle over X, and A a subcomplex of X. Let U in

hn(D(i), S(£)) be an orientation class for |, over /¡* (as in [3]). Then

U U: h«(X, A) -> h«+»(D(t), S($) u D(Ç\A))

is an isomorphism, and so is f) U: hg + n(D(Ç), S((¡) u D(Ç\A)) -^ hq(X, A). (See

Dold [3].) Furthermore if |n is a bundle over a compact manifold with boundary

M, then £>(£) is a compact manifold with boundary, and an /¡-orientation (or

fundamental class) for any two of these three objects M, f, D($), say z, U, Z,

uniquely determines an /¡-orientation for the third by the equation U n Z=z. (The

existence and uniqueness of such a U, Z or z, given the other two, is clear from the

Thom isomorphism or Poincaré duality on D(£); that the class so determined is

actually an orientation class is then a trivial verification.)

As a consequence of this, if M and N are /¡-oriented compact manifolds with

boundary, and (M, dM)<=(N, dN), we see that D(v)<=N has an induced /¡-orienta-

tion from that of N, and this determines a unique orientation U of v by

U n [D(v)] = [Ml

2.5. Now suppose i: (M, dM) —> (N, dN) is an immersion of compact manifolds,

and N is /¡-oriented. Let/: (N, dN) -> (N, dN) x Dk be inclusion, j(x) = (x, 0), and

let ¡o =ji. If [N] denotes the fundamental class for N, then [N] x dk in

h*((N,dN)x(Dk, Sk-*))

is a fundamental class for N x Dk. If k is sufficiently big, the map ¡0 is regularly

homotopic to an embedding i1 (and any two such regular homotopies are themselves

regularly homotopic). Hence this gives a uniquely determined bundle equivalence

X'- v(i1)xv(iQ) = v(i) + ek. Hence if Z' is a fundamental class for Z)(v(/i)), then

X*(Z')=Z" is a class of the form Zxdk by suspension—here (X, A)x(Y, B)
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= (Xx Y, XxB u A x Y). Z is clearly a fundamental class for Dv(i) (e.g. use 2.4

where £ is trivial). Thus for any immersion i: (M, 8M) -> (jV, 8N) an /¡-orientation

of N uniquely determines an /¡-orientation Z for the manifold Dv(i). It is an easy

exercise to show that this orientation does not depend on k, and in fact, if i is an

embedding, this reduces to the usual orientation if we set k = 0.

Hence if;: (M, 8M) ->■ (M, dM) is an immersion of /¡-oriented manifolds, by the

preceding paragraph and 2.4, there is a uniquely determined orientation U¡ of v(/)

satisfying Ui n Z=[M], Z being the orientation of the manifold Dv(i) induced by

the orientation of N.

2.6. Now let Vu V2, M be /¡-oriented manifolds, V{ compact, and let

f:(Vi,8Vi)-^(M,8M)

be generic immersions intersecting generically, /= 1, 2. Let y(/i,/2), k, k' be as in

1.5 with A: k'*v(f2)xv(k) as in 1.7(B). Then if U2 is the orientation of v(f2) given by

2.5, \*k'*U2 is an orientation Uk for v(k). If [Dk] is the fundamental class of Dv(k)

given by 2.5 from A:: y—>- Vx, then Uk n [Dk] gives a fundamental class [x] for

xC/i*/)- This class depends only on the orientations of Vy, M and V2.

Now let £ be the Poincaré dual of/2*[K2] in h*(M), and £' the Poincaré dual of

Kb] in h*(V¿
t

(V1,8V1)-^^(M,8M)
A A

k f2

(x(f,f2),dX)^(V2,dV2)

2.7. Lemma. £'=/?(£).

Proof. (A) Assume first that/ is an imbedding. Then k is as well, so Dv(k)^ Vu

Dv(f2)^M, U2 is the Poincaré dual of [V2] on Dv(f2), Uk is the Poincaré dual of

[vj on Dv(k) and X*k'*U2= Uk by naturality. Taking collapsing maps,

c:M^ Dv(f2)l8Dv(f2)   and   c': V1 -> Dv(k)¡8Dv(k),

we see [Df2] = c*[M], [Z)fc] = c'*[F1] by definition, and \*k'*c*=ffc'*, and so

l' = c'*Uk = c'*\*k'*U2=f?c*U2=fH as claimed.

(B) Next assume f2 extends to a generic immersion/: (V2, dV2)xI^-(M, dM)

intersecting/ generically, with f2(x) =f2(x, 0) and/2|K2xl an embedding. Then

as in 2.6, y(/,/2) has an /¡-orientation induced by those of Vu M, and V2xl.

Clearly when included into /¡*(K1; 8VX) it shows that k*[x] is homologous to

k*[x] where [x] is the fundamental class of y(/i,/2| V2 x 1) and k is the restriction of

£: x(/i,/2)-^ Vx. But by (A) the dual of k[x] is/*&) where tx is the dual of

/2*'i*[f/2]) h' V2^-V2xl being ¡1(x) = (x, 1). But // is homotopic to / so

f2*h*[f/2]=f2*[^2Í and £i = £. Hence/*£ = £' in this case.

(C) Now suppose we cross the above diagram with Dk. We get Uf2xl=U2x8k,
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[V2xDk] = [V2]xdk,  etc.  (see  1.11) and finally we get Xf%„D* = l'x x 8k,  £VaXD*

= iv2 x 8k. So if the lemma is true here it is true in the general case. But if k is big,

f2 x 1 satisfies condition (B), and so the lemma is proved.

2.8. Definition. Let Vn and Mm be /¡-oriented manifolds with boundary, V

compact, and let /: ( V, d V) -*- (M, 8M) be a continuous map. Define a class

y(f) in hr(V, dV) by

y(f) = PvPPmVÁVI       r = 2n-m,

where P denotes Poincaré duality.

In the case where Kis given a base point *, we write y(f) for the image of y(f) in

hr(V, dV \J *). If/_1/(*) = *, and we also write * for/(*), we see easily that y(f) is

given by the composition

f P'1
[V]ehn(V,dV\J *)—^hn(M,8Mu *)->hm~n(M-*)

f* P
-—>hm~n(V-*)->K(V, dV\J*).

2.9. Now let/: (V, 8V)-> (M, dM) be a generic immersion between /¡-oriented

manifolds. Let/: x(f) -*■ F be as in 1.5. It is a generic immersion. Let v denote the

normal bundle of/. By 1.7(A) there is an equivalence of bundles A: vx(ja)*v(f).

Here a: x(f)->x(f) is the covering transformation of 1.5. Since V and M are

oriented, this defines an orientation class U for v(f) by 2.5. Hence \*(Jo)*U is an

orientation U-, for v. By 2.4 and 2.5, U, induces an orientation on x(f) and we write

the fundamental class as [x(f)l It is thus determined by/ [V] and [M] alone. Note

that/*[x(/)] is a class in hr(V, dV).

2.10. Theorem. Letf: (Vn, 8V)-> (Mm, 8M) be a generic immersion of h-oriented

manifolds, V compact, and assume v(f) has a nowhere zero cross section. Then

Af)=Mx(f)l (Compare Smale-Lashof [12].)

Proof. We continue the notation of 2.9. Also for any bundle | with metric, we

write iE, £>0, for its open e-ball bundle, and £° for its zero section. Pick a Rieman-

nian metric on M satisfying 1.6 for/: V^- M, thus inducing a metric on v(f), V,

x(f) and v. Pick e > 0 so small that expM/* : ve(f) -+ M is an immersion, and pick a

nowhere zero cross section í : V ->ve(f) so close to the zero section (in the C1 sense)

that/ = expM °/* o s: K—s* M is a generic immersion (cf. 1.2). Let s1 : x(f) -* vs be

induced by the equivalence of 1.7(A) so that, for z e x(f),

(1) f*J*Si(°z) =f*sj(z).

Since f(V) is totally geodesic,

(2) expM/* = fexpv : Vx —> M   for x e V.

By (1), (2), and' 1.7(A), if z e xXf),

expM/*vE(/)jte) = expM(/7)*^2 =/exp7/*v^.
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Also if xeV-X(f), expMf^vs(f)x nf(V)=f(x) if e is small. So considering

expM/* : Af) ->Wwe get

(3) (expM/*)- y(V) = v\f) u v\f)\ X(f).

So fî1f(V)=sï1vs(f)\X(f) = X(f). Also/ intersects generically with/since j

intersects generically with (expMf^)~Y(V)—i.e. with vs(f)\X(f) (as does any cross

section). So j(x(f)) = k(x(f,f))=fï1f(V). By 1.3 there is a unique smooth map

n: xif) -* x(/i>/) with kh=j, and h is a diffeomorphism. By (1) and (2) we see that

one such map is h(z) = (j(z), expvj^Sioz) ex(/i>/)-

As in 2.9, U; = (ja\)*U, A: (»M/)~K7) as in 1.7(A). Also v(k) over x(fi,f) has

orientation class Uk = (k'\')*U,(X':v(k)xk'*v(f) as in 1.7(B)). Now h lifts to a

bundle map h : v(j) —^ v(k), and one easily checks that h\ = \'h:(ja)*v(f)^v(k).

Also, since k'(x,y)=y, k'h(z) = expv f^s^az), and so the homotopy,

kt(z) = expvj^t-sioz)

is a regular homotopy between k'h and fa: x(f) -> K Thus we have

/¡*t/fc = h*(X*k'*U) = \*h*k'*U = A*(»*t/ = [/,.

So passing to homology, /¡*[xC/")]=[y(/i,/)]. By 2.7, then, Pc 1/c*[x(/,/)] =

/i*JPM1/*[n.Since/f=/*,A[x(/)] = Ä:*[v(/1,/)]=JPv/*/'M1/*[I/] = y(/)as claimed.

Our interest in 2.10 will be when h* is some cobordism theory. We now wish to

describe these cobordism theories.

2.11. Let k>0 be a fixed integer, X an object in the category of pointed spaces

having the homotopy type of a CW complex and homotopy classes of maps of these

(preserving base points). Let the map ir(k): kX->- X denote the ^-connective fiber

space over X. Thus ^is ^-connected, tr(k) is a fiber map and tt^)* : irq(kX) -> trq(X)

is an isomorphism for all q > k. It is easily seen that the correspondence X —> kX is a

functor on the above mentioned category into itself, and we write kfi. kX^- kY for

the map induced by/: X—^ Y. It can be chosen as a map of fiber spaces.

Let y" be the universal oriented «-plane bundle, with base space BSO(n). We set

kyn = tr(k)*(yn), where Tr(k): kBSO(n) -s- BSO(n), and we denote the Thorn space of

the bundle V by kMSO(n). Let ;„: BSO(n) -> BSO(n+1) be induced by SO(n)

<=SO(n+l). Since tt(ä;) ° kjn=jnn(k), we see that for kjn: kBSO(n) -> kBSO(n+l),

we have kj*(kyn + 1) = V © •*• Thus the diagram below commutes up to homotopy,

where S is the suspension functor and M(f) denotes the map of Thorn spaces

induced by a bundle map/

S(kMSO(n)) ^ kMSO(n +1)

M(n(k))

S(MSO(n))   "X W> MSO(n+1)

SM(n(k))

J« McJnJ
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The maps M(kjn) will be denoted kjn; these combine to define a spectrum,

denoted kMSO, and the maps M(Tr(k)) define a map of spectra,

MTr(k):kMSO->MSO.

tt>: BSO(m)xBSO(n) -> BSO(m+n) is induced by SO(m)xSO(n) -> SO(m+n),

this lifts to a map ¡j.: kMSO(m)xkMSO(n)^kMSO(n + n). This gives a pairing

fj.: (kMSO, kMSO) -r» kMSO, clearly making kMSO into a ring spectrum. It is also

clear that M-n(k): kMSO -> MSO is a map of ring spectra, as is the map i: S->kMSO

(S is the sphere spectrum) obtained by considering the image of the fiber of kyn over

* as an oriented «-sphere in kMSO(n). Finally the natural map, for each X, of

fc + ̂ into kX lifts to a map of ring spectra it: k + 1MSO->kMSO.

Each of these spectra kMSO define homology and cohomology theories on the

category of CW complexes, as in [18]. We now sketch briefly an explicit cobordism

interpretation of these theories.

2.12. For any smooth manifold M with stable normal bundle vN, we say that a

^-framing is a trivialization of v over the A:— 1-skeleton of M, which can be extended

in some way to a trivialization on the ^-skeleton. Two such ^-framings are equiva-

lent if the framings they give on Mx 0 and Mx 1 in Mx /extend to a ^-framing on

all of Mx/. It is easily seen that a Â>framing of M relative to one CW decom-

position induces a fc-framing relative to any other decomposition by taking a

cellular approximation to the identity map, and this A:-framing is unique up to

equivalence.

Now for any CW complex X, with A>skeleton Xk, and for any space Y, we write

[X, Y]k for the image of [(X, Xk), (Y, *)] in [(X, X"'1), (Y, *)]. Thus an equiva-

lence class of /¿-framings for M is clearly an element of [M, BSO]k which maps to v

under the natural map [M, BSO]k -> [M, BSO].

2.13. Lemma. For X, Y, Xk,kY, as before, there is a natural bijection of sets

[X, kY] -> [X, Y]k induced by Tt(k): kY^Y.

Proof. It is clear that [X, k Y]k -+ [X, k Y] is a bijection, k Y being Ar-connected.

So tt(A)* does indeed map [X, k Y] into [X, Y]k in the obvious way. Now let /

represent an element of [X, Y]k. Since f(Xk~1) = *, andf\Xk is null homotopic

rel Xk~1, there is a mapg: Xk -^- kY, withTr(k)g=f, andg(Xk~1) = *. Also g is null

homotopic rel X"'1 (since kYis A-connected), so any two such liftings are certainly

homotopic rel Xk~1. Now g extends to a lifting of/over all of X, and two »uch

liftings are homotopic rel Xk~1, the obstructions lying in the groups Tq(F) and

Trq + 1(F) respectively, q^k, which are zero (F is the fiber of fcT-> Y). Hence the

correspondence [X, k Y]k -> [X, Y]k is a bijection and we are done.

Thus, by the lemma, an equivalence class of A-framings of M corresponds to an

element of [M, kBSO] which maps to v under kBSO -*> BSO.

Let us say that a A-framed manifold is a manifold Mn with an equivalence class

of /¿-framings. We say M bounds if M is closed, and there is a compact Ar-framed
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manifold Wn + l such that M=8W, and the /¿-framing of W restricts to that of M

(i.e. by adding the interior normal vector along the boundary as the last vector of

the /¿-framing of M). The negative of a given /¿-framed manifold is understood to

be the same manifold and framing, except that the last vector of the framing is

reversed. Two framed manifolds are cobordant if their difference bounds; this is an

equivalence relation, and the equivalence class yield a group, fcOn. A /¿-framing of

M gives a bundle map E(vN) -*■ E(kyN) and thus, as usual (see Thorn [14]) we get a

map Sn + N ->kMSO(N) which defines the usual isomorphism, kQnxUn(kMSO).

More generally, for any CW pair (X, A), we can define kQn(X, A) by taking

cobordism classes of pairs (M,f) where M is a compact /¿-framed manifold, and

/: (M, dM) —> (X, A). By standard arguments we see that

*Q¿X, A) « ÎIXMSO A (XIA), *),

the homology theory determined by the spectrum kMSO. Henceforward, we write

kQ.if and "Ü* for the homology and cohomology theory given by kMSO.

We need one more observation to complete this geometrical interpretation of

T2*. Let Mn be a compact /¿-framed manifold. Thus (M, id) determines an element

of k£ln(M), which we denote [A/].

2.14. Lemma. [M] is a fundamental class for M.

Proof. We must show that if £ in kQ.n(M) is the class given by the map

/M —> Sn —> kMSO(n),

where /: Afn->Sn has degree one, then £/[M] in kCi0(point)= lï0(kMSO) is the

generator. But £/[A/] is the composition

SN + n-yM^y-Zm(v") A (A/7 0)->kMSO(N) A M/0

id A/
-UkMSO(N) A Sn->kMSO(N+n).

It is an easy exercise in (ordinary) cohomology theory and Poincaré duality to

compute that this map, say a, induces an isomorphism

a*: HN+n(kMSO(N+n))-*■ HN+n(SN + n).

From Hurewicz's theorem, and the universal coefficient theorem, it then follows

that £/[A/] is the generator in nw+n('cAiS0(A'+/i)) as claimed.

To close this section, we prove a simple lemma about kQn which will however

be of great importance to us later.

2.15. Lemma. Let X be a k-connected space with base point, /¿3:0. Then for all

q<2k, the Hurewicz map y. tt„(X, x0) -*■ kQq(X, x0) is an isomorphism.

Proof. The map i: SN -> kMSO(N) is an embedding, and it is an immediate

consequence of the Thorn isomorphism that the pair (kMSO(N), SN) is N+k
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connected. Since (X, x0) is A-connected, the product of these, (X A kMSO(N), X A Sn)

is N+2k connected by the Kunneth formula. Therefore the homomorphism

TTq(XA SN) ->TrQ(X/\kMSO(N)) is an isomorphism for q<N+2k. This simply

means that the Hurewicz map 93: Tlq(X, x0) -> kQ.Q(X, x0) is an isomorphism for

q<2k. By stability [1], Y\Q(X, x0) = Trg(X, x0) which proves the lemma.

A proof of 2.15 along the lines of Kervaire-Milnor [11] would also be possible.

III. Surgery of self intersections and the main results.

A. Surgery. In this section we exhibit the last tool necessary to establish our

results: that of surgery on the self intersection set X(f) of an immersion. The main

idea here is that in favorable cases, we can modify X(f) by surgery simply by

changing /by a regular homotopy (Proposition 3.3). This is, in fact, a simple mod-

ification of a special case of a construction of Haefliger (see [5, §3]). This method

also appears, in essence, in [17] but the dimensional and connectivity restrictions

imposed there are about twice as strict there as we want them here.

3.1. We quickly recall a construction due, in more general form, to Haefliger [5]

whose notation we preserve. The reader should consult [5, §3] for a fuller account of

these ideas.

For a fixed p > 0, let D = Dl u Dp (disjoint) where each DP is a copy of the open

/»-disc of radius \/2. Let/be the involution which interchanges the two discs. Also

/=[—1, 1] has an involution J(t)=—t. Let D' = D XjL Let A be the Morse

function on D such that \J=\ and X(d)=\ — \d\2. Note — l^A^l. The map

95: D^D', given by <p(d)=[d,\(d)], is a generic immersion whose double point set

is D0 = {de D: X(d) = 0} [5, §3]. Denote the total space of the trivial bundle of

dimension m — n—\ on D by L, and write L ©¡L for L © J*L. Then J: />—>/) is

covered by a bundle map, /*: L ©} L -> L ©}L, given by J*(ld, lJd) = ( — l]d, —Id)-,

and so we can for a bundle L' = (L ©jL)x¡I over D'. Then <p: D —>- D' extends to

a generic immersion (¡>:L^L' (which is also a bundle monomorphism over 93)

given by i>(ld) = [ld, 0, \(d)\. Its double point set is still D0, and we write D'0 for

<i>(Z>0) [5, §3]. Note D0 is just the two copies of the unit p— 1 sphere, and D'0 is a

singlep—\ sphere.

There is a regular homotopy <I>(: L -> L' with <I>0 = (P, such that Oj is an embed-

ding. Specifically,

®t(h) = Uä, 0, m-<M-tKd)l   (cf. [5, §3.2])

where /t(rf)=j8(|í/|)(A(í/)-|-l), and a, ß are C°° functions such that a(t)=\ if t^O,

a(t) = 0 if r^ 1, a'(r)<0 if 0</< 1, ß(t)=l ift^l,ß(t) = 0 if r^(3/2)1/2, ß'(t)<0 if

1 < / < (3/2)1'2. Note that then ¡x(d) > \(d) and \(d)j/j.(d) is a monotone function of

|rf| forrf<(3/2)1,a.

Now suppose for 3.2 through 3.4 that /: Vn -> Mm is a generic immersion

without triple points. Hence x(f) = X(f)-

3.2. Definition. An //-construction for an embedded p— 1 sphere 1: S"'1^- X(f)

shall mean:
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(a) Two embeddings >/>: D -» V, </>': D' -»■ M such that fif> = </>'<p> and >p~1(X(f))

= Z>0; xl>'-1(f(V)) = <p(D) with the intersection of £> with £(/), and Z>' with/(K)

both transverse, and ¡jj'(D'0) = i(Sp~1).

(b) Two bundle monomorphisms T* : L -> v(tp(D)), T* : L' -> v(ip'(D')) covering

0 and f such that/*T+ = T;(D; T¿ 1KA'(/))=L|Do; l^'V«* H = *(£)• (v and r
denote normal and tangent bundles.)

3.3. Proposition. Iff, S"'1 —> X(f) has an H-construction, there is a regular

homotopy / : V'-*■ M with f0 =f such that / is generic and X(f) is the manifold

obtained from X(f) by performing surgery on i(5p_1) using some framing.

Proof. Using the metric of 1.3, the exponential map gives extensions of </< and <f>'

to embeddings Y: Ls -> V, W: L'e -> M with/¥ = ¥'<!>, x¥'~Xf(V))=<S>(Ls) (com-

pare [5, §4.3]). Note that f (£>0) in X(f), Y'(L') in M, and W(L) in V all have

codimension r—p+l (r=2n — m, as always). Since L' is contractible there is a

framing of L' in M which induces a framing of L in K and a framing of ^'(D'a)

= i(S"~1) in X(/) (this framing will give the surgery). These framings, together

with the exponential map of the metric of 1.3, give embeddings T: LexRr~p + 1^¡- V,

T':L'sxRr-p + 1-+M with /° T(l, v) = T'(®(l), v) and the images are open in V

and M. Define a regular homotopy Ft: Lx Rr~p + 1 ->L' x Rr~p + 1 by Ft(l, v)

= (<I>ia(i„i)(/), v) where a is as in 3.1. So F0 = <I> x identity. Hence its self intersection

set is D'ax Rr~p + 1, which is diffeomorphic to S"'1 xRr~p + 1 by the correspondence

([d, Jd, 0], v) i-> (d, v). The self intersection set of Fx is easily computed to be all

([d, Jd, 0], v) such that X(d) — a(\v\)p.(d) = Q. The correspondence ([d, Jd, 0], v)

->■ (\v\d, v/\v\) thus gives a diffeomorphism of this self intersection set onto

Rp xSr~", showing that this set is obtained from the self intersection set of F0 by

surgery on thep— 1 sphere D'0. It is trivial to check that Fx is generic. Also note that

Ft and F0 agree outside a compact set.

So to complete the proof, define/: K-> M by ft = x¥'F^Y~l on Image T,/=/

elsewhere.

3.4. Proposition. Let i : Sp ~1 —> X(f) be an embedding representing a class in

TTp_1(X(f)) which is in the image ofirp_1(2(f)). Suppose ttp(M) = ttp_1(V) = 0, and

0<p<m — n — 1, /> ¿ (r + l)/2. Then i has an H-construction.

Proof. By covering space theory, i lifts to two disjoint embeddings of 5,p_1 in

X(f) and these bound disjoint discs in V, each intersecting X(f) transversely and

only on their boundaries. This is by general position, p<m — n, 2p<n. Hence these

give an embedding <¡¡: D -> V with </i~1(X(f)) = D0. We can define >/r': D' -> M at

least on <p(D) by requiring//i = \jj'<p. Now since <p(D) is a/7-sphere in homotopy type,

the only obstruction to extending ¡p' continuously over all of D' is in ttp(A/) = 0.

So 4>' can be extended to a smooth embedding and by general position (p+1 <m/2,

p+l<m — n) we can assume </>' " '(/( V)) = <p(D) with >j>'(D') meeting /( V) trans-

versely.
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Now vX(f)\nDo) is trivial by 1.7(A), since K/)U(d0)cK/)U(d) must be trivial.

This bundle has a section, consisting of vectors tangent to </>(/)) but normal to D0,

and the orthogonal complement of this section is still trivial since it is stably trivial

with dimension m — n—l>p—\. So this sub-bundle admits an m — n—\ frame

which gives us an m — n— 1 frame on v¡p(D)\nDo). This extends to an m — n— 1 frame

on all of v(ifj(D)) since the obstruction is in Trp_1(Vn_pm_n_1) = 0 since 2p-¿r+\.

This m — n—I frame gives a bundle map covering if/, *F*: L -> v(ip(D)) and clearly

T*-MX(/))=L|Do.
Now we define T* : V ■*+ vi/>'(D'). On d>(L) we can define T* by/*T* = <F;<D.

Thus on L'\D'0 ̂ F* is defined on two complementary sub-bundles which are mapped

monomorphically by *F* to two mutually orthogonal sub-bundles of vX(f)\l(Sp-iy

By linearity V* extends monomorphically over all of L'|D¿. Now T* has been

defined on a sub-bundle ofL'|s,(Dj) having codimension m — n— 1 for each (7. In order

to extend V* monomorphically over each Z/|„(d¡¡) consistent with its values on

L'|D¿, we must extend an m — n— 1 frame from each of the spheres of D0 to the

discs DP. This frame must stay normal to the image of the above mentioned sub-

bundle of L'\D\ (with dimension m — n—\), and must lie in v(i/j'(D')) (which has

dimension m—p+\). So the obstruction is in Trp_1(Vn_pm_n_1) = 0 as before.

Thus T* is defined on L'\nm, and only <P(L) maps into/*(xK). To extend T* over

all of D' now amounts to extending a 2(m — n—\) frame in v($'(D')) from a

p-sphere—i.e. ift'(<p(D))—to a p+l disc—namely </>'(/)'). The obstruction, in

"piKn-p^on-n-i)) is zero since 2p^r+\. So T* is defined on all of L', with

/*T* = T;<P, T'*"1(/*tK) = <D(L). So the //-construction is complete.

The following corollary is what makes this method useful to us.

3.4.1. Corollary. Let f: Vn —► Mm be any immersion, with V compact and

[r/2]—l connected, and M [r/2]-connected. Assume m^(4/3)(n+\). Then f is

regularly homotopic to a generic immersion/ such that x(A) ls ([r/2]— \)-connected.

Proof. We may assume/is generic by 1.2. We will try to perform surgeries on

X(f) to get the result.

We may as well assume/has no triple points. Otherwise, if ?(/) is its triple point

set, consider V'=V- ?(/), A/'= M-/(f (/)),/'=/| r. Then/'has no triple points,

x(f') = x(f)-x(J) (by 1.7(A)) and since/: x(f) -> V is generic (by 1.7(A)), x(j) has

codimension «j —« in x(f). Thus TTp(x(f'))^Trp(x(f)) is an isomorphism for

p-¿[r¡2]-\. (The inequality «¡^(4/3)(«+ 1) implies [rj2]<m-n-1.) Similarly, V

and M' are just as connected as Kand M by 1.9, so if we modify X(f') by a regular

homotopy which is fixed off a compact set and makes X(f') ([r/2]— l)-connected,

then we extend the homotopy over all of Kand this makes x(f) just as connected.

Next we show that we may as well assume that x(f) is connected : Since / is

generic and has no triple points, we can, using 3.3 and 3.4, make x(f) connected

by surgery on 0-spheres, and hence we can at least assume that x(f)ls connected.

Since 77: x(f) -> x(f) is a double covering, if x(f) is not connected, it is just two
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copies of x(f)- ,n this case let c «S*0—>x(/) be any embedding. Let i0, ix be two

liftings of i to 5° -> x(f) such that t0(5°) and ii(S°) both meet both the com-

ponents of x(/)- As seen in the proof of 3.4 we can use these to give an //-construc-

tion for i(S°). In this //-construction, <j>(D) consists of two intervals, each touching

both components of X(f), and each is the core disc of one of the two surgeries of

Jf(/) involved in the construction. Hence after applying 3.3 to this case X(f)

becomes connected as required.

Now, since x(f) ¡s connected, we begin performing surgery on x(f) by killing all

classes of irp(x(f)) which are in the monomorphic image of ttp(x(/)) for 1 ¿/?

= 1/72]— 1. Since these are finitely generated, only a finite number of surgeries are

required and the resulting homotopy is fixed off a compact set (as required in the

second paragraph). In the end x(f) is ([r/2]— l)-connected as required.

B. Proof of the main results. We can now proceed to the main theorem. In the

sequel we will write s for [(r+ l)/2]. Note that if a manifold V is i-connected it

admits an s-framing and so it is orientable over the theory sO of Chapter II. (Note

there are exactly two such orientations in this case.)

3.5. Theorem. Let f: V -» Mm be an immersion whose normal bundle admits a

cross section. Suppose V is closed and s-connected, and M is (r+\)-connected.

Suppose y(f) = 0 over s£i. Then :

(a) Ifm^(3/2)(n+ 1),/is homotopic to a smooth embedding.

(b) Ifm^(4/3)(n+ 1), n#2,/'is homotopic to a p.I. embedding which is a smooth

embedding outside an n-disc of V.

Proof. By 3.4.1 we can assume/is generic and xCO is ([r/2] — l)-connected. Let

Dr be a closed r-disc in x(f), disjoint from the double point set of/ We wish to

apply 1.10 to the map/: x(f)-> V. Note Kis s-connected and by Poincaré duality,

//'(x(/)) = 0 for s<i<r. So, by obstruction theory, / is homotopic to a map

/: x(/)—*• usuell that/(x(/) — DT) is a point v0 in V. The obstruction to making a

null homotopy of/, which lies in Hr(x(f); itr(V,v0))XTrr(V,v0) is now easily

described. It is the class given by/': (Dr, 8Dr) -^ (V, v0), in 7rr(K, v0). But by 2.15,

the Hurewicz map <p: irr(V, v0)-+sQr(V, v0) is injective, and it is clear that the

image of this class is just/¿[x(/)] in sOr(K, v0) which is just/*[x(/)] = y(/) by 2.10.

Since y(/) = 0 by assumption, we can apply 1.10 and conclude that there is an

embedded n-disc Dn in Vn with X(f)<=\nt (Dn).

Now let V0=f(V— Dn), and let T be a tubular neighborhood of V0 disjoint from

f(Dn) and chosen so that M—T=M0 is a manifold with boundary. M0 is then a

deformation retract of M— V0 and f(8Dn) is contained in its boundary. Let

tfi=f\D": (Dn, 8Dn) ->• (M0, 8M0). Note i/i is an embedding in a neighborhood of

8Dn and ifi-1(8M0) = 8Dn.

I claim Af0 is (r+ l)-connected. Assuming this for a moment, then our result (a)

follows at once from the main result of Haefliger [6], since this implies that </i is

homotopic to an embedding, the homotopy being fixed near 8Dn. Extend this
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homotopy to a homotopy of/by letting it be fixed on V0, and the result is an

embedding. As for our result (b), this follows in exactly the same manner from the

main result of Hudson [10], which shows that if> is homotopic to a piecewise linear

embedding, the homotopy fixed near 8Dn.

Hence we must only show that M0 is (r+O-connected. M is 1-connected and

«? =i«+ 3 (unless «= 1, m = 3, which is trivial) so M— V0 and thus M0 is 1-connected.

So we show H„(M0) = Hq(M — V0) = 0 for 0<<7^r+l, or by duality, we show

H™-"(M— V0) = 0 (compact supports), for 0<q^r+ 1.

Now we have the exact sequence:

Hf-"(M) <r- H™-\M- V0) <- H?-q-\V0).

Now since Hf~q(A/) = 0 for 0<qSr+\ (M being (r+ l)-connected) and since

H^Q(V0) = 0 forqè[(r+])/2], which implies Hm->-\V0) = 0 for 0<q^r+ 1, the

result follows. This completes the proof of 3.5.

We might point out that in 3.5(b) the condition m ä (4/3)(n +1) can be removed

and a more complicated connectivity assumption made on V. A perusal of [10]

will readily enable the reader to construct this. We now intend to show just how

close the invariant y(f) comes to being an actual obstruction to getting an em-

bedding.

3.6. Proposition. Let f: Vn -*• Mm be a continuous map of h-oriented manifolds

(h a multiplicative theory as in Chapter II) with V closed. If y(/)/0 then f is not

homotopic to any embedding whose normal bundle has a cross section.

Proof. If/is an embedding with cross section then x(f) = 0, so y(f) =/*rxC0] =0

by 2.10.

IV. Applications. In this section we apply the above methods to various special

cases, most of which lay beyond the reach of previous methods. We would first

like to present, however, without proof, the relative version of the main theorem.

Its proof is completely analogous to 3.5 and we only give the stable range version

of it.

4.1. Theorem. Let f: (Vn, 8V)^- (Mm, 8M) be an immersion whose normal

bundle admits a cross section. Suppose V is compact, and that V, dV, M and dM are

[(r+l)/2], [r/2], (r+l) and r-connected respectively, and that the map sÛr(dV)

->■ sÙ.r(V) is zero, s=[(r+\)/2]. Finally assume y(f) = 0 over SQ, and m^(3/2)(n + l).

Then f is homotopic to an embedding, and the homotopy will be constant on dV if

f\dV is an embedding.

We remind the reader that in the sequel, as before, s denotes [(r+l)/2] and

r = 2n — m.

4.2. Theorem. Let f: V" —> Mm be a smooth immersion whose normal bundle has

a cross section, where V is compact and s-connected, and M is (r + \)-connected.
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Suppose f\ V—pt is null homotopic. Then f is homotopic to a smooth embedding if

m ̂  (3/2)(n +1) and a p.I. embedding if mi (4/3)(n + 1 ).

Proof. We show y(/) = 0. Indeed, y(f) is the image of [V] under the composition

f                       P                        f*                         P
K(V) -^ hn(M-pt)-> hm-n(M, pt) —> hm-n(V-pt)-> hr(V, pt).

Since/| V—pt is null homotopic,/* above is zero, and so is y(f).

4.3. Corollary. For mä(3/2)(n+1), and V as in 4.2, Vn embeds in Rm provided

g.d. (V)<m — n. (Here g.d. is the geometric dimension of the stable normal bundle.

A converse to this theorem has been proved. See Handel [13].)

4.4. Theorem. Iff. Vn —> Mm'1 is a smooth immersion with V compact and

s-connected, and M (r+\)-connected, then fis homotopic to a smooth embedding in

MxR.

Proof. If f: M x 0 -> M x R is inclusion, v(if) clearly has a cross section. So we

show y(¡/) = 0. Let S=(— oo, — 1] u [1, oo), then y(if) is the image of [V] under

hn(V) -> hn(Mx(R-S)) -> hm~n(MxR,MxS) -» hm~n(V) -> hT(V).

Since (if) is homotopic to a map with image in MxS, (if)* = 0 above.

We close with a few more specific examples.

(A) Suppose Vn = SpxSn~p, s<p-¿n-p, and M is (r+ l)-connected. We study

the embedding problem in this case. If/represents an element in [V, M], and m>n,

we can assume f(Sp x Sn~p)^M—pt. The Hopf construction [9] on this yields a

map F: Sm + 1 -> S(M-pt), giving an element of Un(M—pt), and thence, via the

Hurewicz map, an element £ in hn(M—pt), where h is any theory relative to which

Af is oriented. Let v in hm~n(M, pt) be the dual of £. Let i\ : S"-+Spx Sn~p and

i2: Sn-p^SpxSn-p be the inclusions.

4.5. Proposition. Suppose g.d. f*(rM)<m — n, and also (fi1)*v — r) = (fi2)*v.

Then f is homotopic to a smooth embedding ifm^(3/2)(n+l) and a p.!. embedding

ifm^(4/3)(n+l).

Proof. The geometric dimension condition insures/is homotopic to an immer-

sion with a cross section by [7]. So we show y(/) = 0. Now £=/*[f/], and

SpxSn-p-pt~SpvSn-p. Also y(f) is given by

K(V) —-> hn(M-pt)-> hm-n(M) i-> hm-n(V-pt)-> h,(V, pt).

Since/* factors through h*(SpxSn-p-pt) = h*(SpVSn~p) = h*(Sp) ®ñ*(Sn-p),

we see that/*P~%[V]=f*(v) = 0 provided (fi1)*v = (fi2)*v = 0.

Examples. (1) Consider [S5 x S2, HP2 x S4]. Here r = 2, 5=1, m-n = 5. For

any/in this set one easily computes that g.d./*(rA/)<5. To apply 4.5 note//2~0,

so (fi2)*v = 0. Also (A)* factors through tÜ^HPaV,S4) = 1Ü5(HP2) © 1Ü6(S'4)
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= 1Ù5(HP2) = 1Q3(HP2) = 1Q3(pt) since HP2 is 3-connected. Now *£)* is just

oriented cobordism, and hence 1Q3(pt) = 0 by [16]. Thus (/¡i)*y = 0 and y(f) = 0.

(2) Consider [S3 x S13, S11 x V1Q2] where K10>2 means all 2-frames in 10 space.

(fi1)*v = 0 since 2Q12(5'3) = 0. Consider (fi2)*v. Since 7r13(K0i2) = 0, /¡2 factors

through S11 x *, but 2Í212(511) = 0, so (fi2)*v and y(f) are 0, and every element in

this set of maps is homotopic to an embedding.

(B) Now let Vn be ^-connected and compact; this time we will restrict Mm to

be a sphere bundle over S", n: M —>- Sq, with a cross section, a: S" —> M, where

r+l<q,r+l<m-q. We write Sq v Sm-q for a(Sq) u i(Sm-q), where i: Sm~q -^ M

is the fiber inclusion over the base point. Thus M—Sq V Sm~q is an open «¡-cell.

If/represents a class in [ V, M] and m >«, we can thus assume that/( V)<=Sqv Sm~q,

and projection on each factor thus gives us two maps,/1: F—>- S" and/2: K-> Sm~".

Let /¿i in si>(Sa) and ^ in s£>-«()Sm-'') be the standard generators. Note that V

and M are sQ-orientable, as is the disc bundle associated with the bundle M. Let

Vi, i =1,2, be the dual of/*([K]). For any connected space X we write a-x (resp.

x-a) for the left (resp. right) action of s£l*(pt) on SQ*(X), and we write

P:sCl*(X)-*sn*(pt)

for the map induced by pt —> X. The following proposition is a simple exercise in

the Thorn isomorphism, the Gysin sequence and Poincaré duality. It is much like

previous calculations and we leave its proof to the reader.

4.6. Proposition. With the notation as above (and m>n), the dual of y(f) in

•£>-(K) is given by K^^XfO + C- irm"^i)/2W

Examples. (1) Let M=SqxSm~", and suppose g.d. (V)<m — n with connectivity

assumptions as above. Then f=f1 x/2. If either/1 or/2 is stably null homotopic,

then 4.6 shows that/is homotopic to an embedding, provided «j^(3/2)(«+1).

Similarly, if q = m — q,q odd, and/1,/2 represent elements in U*(V) which agree

up to sign at least, then again y(/) = 0 and/is homotopic to an embedding for

«jä(3/2)(«+l). Similarly for p.1. embeddings if «jä(4/3)(«+l).

(2) Consider the embedding problem when V=SpxSn-p and M=SqxSm~q,

where n—p^p>s, m—q^q>r+l, m^(4/3)(n+l). Iip^q—l, then Fis /--con-

nected, y(/) = 0 and every map embeds; so we take the case wherep<q— 1. In this

case, [V, Sq] is in one-to-one correspondence with Trn_p(S")xTrn(Sp), and similarly

for [V, Sm-"l Thus a map from SpxSn-p into SqxSm-q yields, in the stable

groups, an element in nn_p_g x nn_Q x nn_p_m + , x nn_m+,. If/1,/2, h, ¡2, Pi, v2, v

are as above in 4.5 and 4.6, then this element is given by

/-> [f%] XDiX [/2/2] x v2.

Since/¡"i is null homotopic we see from 4.5 that y(f) = 0 iff (fi2)*v = 0. Working

over stable cohomotopy theory (which is permissible by 2.15) we see from 4.6 that

(fi2)*v, in Um-n(Sn-p,pt) = Tlr_p, is none other than

vi/'y+t-ir-«^»^].
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In the dimensions where Toda's calculations are available, this quantity is easily

calculated from [15, pp. 186-190]. Thus we can enumerate those maps which are

homotopic to embeddings. For example:

(i) [S4xS6, S'6x510] is in 1-1 correspondence with ZxZ. Those maps/such

that/2 orP'i2 is null homotopic are homotopic to embeddings. The others are not

homotopic to embeddings with cross sections.

(ii) [S10xS", S16xS26] is in 1-1 correspondence with Z504 x Z2 x Z2. Of these,

504 are not homotopic to embeddings with cross sections, and the other 1512 are

homotopic to embeddings.
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